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Planet Data Executive Receives CEDS Certification 
Adam Novick passes ACEDS exam, reinforcing commitment to the highest levels eDiscovery expertise 
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Elmsford, NY – February 15, 2017 – Planet Data, a global innovator in the creation 
and development of patented eDiscovery technologies, services and solutions, 
proudly announces that Regional Vice President, Adam Novick has attained CEDS 
certification.  The certification program is administered by the Association of 
Certified E-Discovery Specialists (ACEDS), the premier membership organization of 
professionals in the field worldwide.  

 
Adam is among the select maiden group of eDiscovery professionals to pass the rigorous Certified E-
Discovery Specialists certification examination.  The four-hour examination provides a tough and 
objective measure of mastery of the challenging field of eDiscovery.  
 
“At Planet Data we are committed to providing our clients with stellar customer service and 
expertise” states Zoltan Horvath, President of Planet Data.  “Adam achieving this prestigious 
certification further validates his personal knowledge of eDiscovery and experience in the field.  His 
passion to continually provide our clients with this level of excellence is commendable, and we are 
proud of his accomplishment.” 
 
 

 
# # # 

 
 
About Planet Data:  Planet Data offers award-winning eDiscovery technology and services from Collection, Processing and Early Case Assessment to Pre-
review, Document Review and Productions.  Recognized for its proprietary platform Exego as well as its patented technology, Planet Data is SSAE 16 Type 
II certified, and is self-certified under both the Privacy Shield Framework and US Safe Harbor.  Planet Data and operates state-of-the-art data processing 
and hosting centers across the U.S. Planet Data delivers flexible, high-quality, cost-effective eDiscovery services, high-level consulting, technical support 
and project management.  Visit our website for more information. 
 
About ACEDS:  The Association of Certified E-Discovery Specialists (ACEDS) is the member organization for professionals in the private and public sectors 
who work in the field of e-discovery. ACEDS is building a community of e-discovery specialists for the exchange of ideas, guidance, training and best 
practices, and offers e-discovery certification.  ACEDS, has established the field’s first certification exam. Qualified candidates who pass a rigorous 
examination will earn the right to use the Certified E-Discovery Specialist (CEDS™) certification. 
Visit the ACEDS website for more information  
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